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World Win Interior Design LLC is in the business of 
DESIGNING & CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS, MOSQUES, 
WAREHOUSES, FACTORIES & RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS, 
INTERIOR DESIGNING, SWIMMING POOLS etc. in the 
United Arab Emirates, since the year 2000. Multiple 
projects, on-going and completed are the living 
testimonies of our outstanding work, ethical standards, 
compliance to safety and quality, and timely completion 
without any cost escalations.

We also specialize in MEP (mechanical, electrical, 
plumbing) services where our well-trained resources 
are always ready to do the job to the satisfaction of 
our clients. The long-term contracts to maintain and 
resolve issues in these areas are competitive without 
compromising on the quality.

Quality is the priority of what we do in our business through the 
proccess. The key of the success business is, we love what we do & 
do what we love.

Introduction
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 Sustainable practices, 
including corporate social 
responsibility and equal 

opportunity are all accepted 
values within our company.

We strive to give due respect 
to all, to provide the necessary 

empowerment and to appreciate 
that the combined strength of 
all our individual talents, skills 

and expertise is key to our 
collective strengths and abilities 

Continuous improvement, 
innovation and excellence. 

TEAM WORK & 
INTEGRITY

RELIABILITY &
ACCOUNTABILITY

In order to achieve our desired 
objective of 100% customer 

satisfaction, we do what we say 
Efficiency & Effectiveness. Our 

aim is to adopt best-practice and 
innovation wherever possible in 
order to achieve maximum qual-
ity and scale whilst minimizing 

resources and time.

TRANSPARENCY

Our goal is to achieve complete 
transparency in everything we 
do throughout our organiza-

tion so as to promote trust and 
confidence.

Managing Director 
Statement

Worldwin Interior Design LLC has been taking a leading role on 
providing general contracting and interior designing services 
in the United Arab Emirates since the year 2000. Combining a 
unique diversity of expertise, talents and cultures, we deliver 
extraordinary high technology solutions with uncompromised 
commitment to Quality, Safety and Environment. 

We are proactive in discovering solutions for our customers 
that best achieve their objectives. We understand that 
lasting relationships are the necessity of our business so we 
pay personal attention to our clients by focusing on them as 
individuals.

We recognize our primary asset is people. To be successful, 
World Win Interior Design LLC must be a rewarding place to 
work. We provide opportunity and encouragement to help 
our people reach their maximum potential. We work with our 
clients as a team and mutual respect provides the foundation 
for our success.

Worldwin Interior Design LLC recognizes the importance of 
innovation and fostering a culture of continuous improvement. 
Being proud of our achievements, we will continue to further 
enhance our commitment and capabilities in the construction 
industry with integrity and strive for business excellence.

Suneel Nishad
Managing Director
World Win Interior Design LLC
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Our Objective

Our vision is to be the most Professional Contracting Company 
in the United Arab Emirates providing Turnkey solutions in 
construction of Buildings using the latest available technology.

OUR VISION

To deliver a level of service that will surpass the expectation 
of our clients, uphold the highest level of quality and allow 
our employees the opportunity to grow and prosper. To instill 
confidence with all parties by professionally managing all 
aspects of each and every project be it large or small.

Aim to supply a high quality and versatile service to all our 
clients, delivering the best value at all times whilst continuing 
to develop our people skill through advanced training 
opportunities.

Make continuous improvements to our services and expertise 
a prime factor in our continual success.

Operate an open and truthful relationship with all of our 
clients and this includes joint decisions making processes, 
agreed objectives and anticipated goals.

OUR MISSION

WORLD WIN INTERIOR DESIGN LLC aims to provide 
the highest possible range of quality service in the 
construction industry, giving our clients the best 
satisfaction, the Company can offer. 

The corporate philosophy is oriented around quality 
of our services and utmost customer satisfaction. 
The performance spectrum ranges from a complete 
building solution as a general contractor (G+4 
structure) to Interior design and supply of certain 
high-end materials for construction industry.

Achieve the highest 
standards of technical 
excellence
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World Win Interior Design LLC understands the environmental, socio-economic 
influence of our activities and that it is our responsibility to conduct our busi-
ness in a transparent and ethical manner that supports our goals for client ser-
vice, environmental performance, community involvement, financial strength 
and employee health, safety and wellbeing. Our core values of integrity, team-
work and commitment guide our activities and we expect the organizations 
with which we do business to share our values and commitments.

Behave responsibly, living up to 
the World Win values, and General 
Business Principles. 

As a company we pride ourselves on our customer service and 
satisfaction, product knowledge and experience. This helps 
us to ensure we provide our customers the highest quality 
service to match.  Our customers are very important to us so 
we will do everything that we can to make sure that they are 
taken care of! 

The skilled and experienced team at World Win Interior 
Designs LLC believes that it is imperative that we provide 
our valued clientele with reliable and trustworthy customer 
service.

As an early pioneer of self storage, Metro stands out from the 
crowd of storage providers, and while others may follow in our 
footsteps, we set the bar high to define outstanding customer 
service in our industry. At Metro Self Storage, we honor our 
Total Customer Satisfaction Pledge by continuously finding 
innovative ways to bring you the best storage experience 
possible.

We take genuinely the impact of our business activities on the 
environment. We believe care for the environment is a vital 
part of the way in which we do business. It is our policy to 
ensure that both our people and our suppliers operate in an 
environmentally cognizant manner.

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

ENVIRONMENT

Sustainability
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Over the years we have been 
fortunate enough to work with 
some of the UAE’s leading 
property developers providing 
award winning showhouse 
interior design and furnishing 
solutions.

Our goal is to help each client 
maximise the full potential of 
their home or office, introducing 
bespoke designs which are 
tailored to their individual 
requirements.

Our multi-disciplinary team 
will ensure that your building 
satisfies its core Mechanical, 
Electrical & Plumbing functional 
requirements while at the same 
time minimizing its impact on 
the environment through the 
implementation of innovative, 
energy efficient solutions.

New build or extension; small 
or large; end user or developer; 
we will work with you to deliver 
the high quality building services 
necessary to ensure a successful 
project from start to finish.

INTERIOR DESIGN &
FITOUT JOBS

MECHANICAL, PLUMBING
& EELECTRICAL

SWIMMING POOL &
LANDSCAPING

RENOVATION & 
FINISHING JOBS

World Win Interior Designs LLC 
is one of the leading luxury 
swimming pool designers and 
installers in the United Arab 
Emirates. Our indoor and outdoor 
pools, spas and saunas are built 
to the highest specifications.

We offer a wide choice of 
landscaping solutions from 
consultation and garden design to 
all aspects of construction; brick 
work, interlocking, carpentry, 
water features, irrigation, lighting 
and so on, to planting and long-
term garden maintenance.

We do all kind of renovation works 
including kitchen renovation of 
villas, restaurants, etc.

We take great care in all our 
projects and pride ourselves on 
our perfect finishing works and 
cleanliness. We have established 
a reputation in the United Arab 
Emirates for leaving a tidy site 
and for paying attention to the 
‘finishing touches’.

Working to our client’s instructions 
we build and maintain luxury villas 
of various sizes carrying out all 
aspects of the project.

We take great care in our villa 
projects and pride ourselves on 
our teamwork, efficiency and 
cleanliness. We have established 
a reputation in the United Arab 
Emirates for leaving a tidy site and 
for paying attention to the ‘finishing 
touches’.

We carry out installation of 
aluminium and glass products 
to exacting standards. Our 
experienced installation teams 
have a vast array of expertise.

LUXURY VILLAS
INDUSTRIAL &
WAREHOUSE

MAINTENANCE
WORKS

ALUMINIUM & 
GLASS WORKS

We are specialized in serving 
various industry sectors by pre-
dominantly providing utility in-
frastructure installations and the 
ongoing maintenance support 
required to ensure that your fa-
cility is always operating to its 
optimum requirements.

Our Services

Our range of industrial and 
commercial construction and 
maintenance projects reflects our 
wide experience in creating quality 
buildings to high specifications.

From storage sheds to warehouses, 
we can design and build industrial 
buildings and warehouses that meet 
client’s requirements.  With our 
attention to detail and high quality 
fitting and finishing, we ensure 
your next industrial or commercial 
premises are both practical and 
functional from day one.
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Our Projects
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OWNER NAME LOCATION PROJECT DETAIL PLOT / PROPERTY

"MOHAMMED SALEH 
SULAIMAN KHORO" AL WARQA 3RD G+1 VILLA 423-866

ALIA ALI AL SAYED MUHAISANEH COMMERCIAL SHOP 263-1027

ABDEL AHMAD MOHD. SABT AL WARQA 2ND G+1 VILLA 423-1946

ISMAIL ABDULLA HUSSAIN HASSAN AL WARQA 3RD GROUND VILLA 423-2296

AMMAR ABDULEHLAH MIRAZ  
HASSAN AL RAHMA AL BARSHA SOUTH G+1 VILLA 672-9482

RASHED SALEH AL SUWAID DEIRA G+3 (RENOVATION) GOVT. OF LAND DEPT.

ARUP KUKHOPADHYAY MEADOWS 5 VILLA 29 G+1(RENOVATION) 394-4967 (EMAAR)

RIAZ UR-RAHMAN MEADOWS 1 VILLA 54 G+1 VILLA (RENOVATION) 394-1725 (EMAAR)

SAMIR SAHU MOTOR CITY G+1 VILLA (RENOVATION) 674-246

OMAR LODHI LAKES HATTAN 2 G+1 (RENOVATION) PLOT-31 (EMAAR)

ARCHANA SHARMA DUBAI LAND VILLA 72 G+1 (RENOVATION) DUBAI LAND

ROMY PIYUSH MEHTA LAKES HATTAN 3 G+1 (ALTERATION) PLOT-18 (EMAAR)

PROMIT KUMAR GOSH LAKES HATTAN 2 G+1 (RENOVATION) PLOT - 61

RAJINDER KUMAR LAKES HATTAN 2 VILLA 70 G+1 (RENOVATION) PLOT - 70 (388-1156) EMAAR

ASHOK KALYAN LAKES HATTAN 2 G+1 (RENOVATION) PLOT - 63 (EMAAR)

ALI HASSAN ISSA LAKES HATTAN 2 G+1 (RENOVATION) PLOT - 49 (EMAAR)

RAGHUVIR MALHOTRA LAKES HATTAN 2 VILLA 11 G+1 (RENOVATION+ALTERATION) PLOT - 73 (EMAAR)

MANOJ CHAWLA MEADOW 5 VILLA 1 G+1 (RENOVATION) PLOT - 283 (EMAAR)

VIGYAN JUNG RANA LAKES HATTAN 2 G+1 (LANDSCAPE) PLOT - 75 (EMAAR)

AMLAN SHAH MEADOWS 7 VILLA 41 G+1 (RENOVATION) 394-5214 (EMAAR)

ADITYA MAKARAND HATTAN 3 LAKES G+1 (PAINTING WORKS) PLOT - 6 (EMAAR)

VISHAL CHHABRIA LAKES HATTAN 2 VILLA 4B G+1 (PAINTING WORKS) PLOT - 9 (388-1201 EMAAR)

SARAD SETH MEADOWS 6 VILLA 31 G+1 (RENOVATION) EMAAR PROPERTIES

RUSSOM TEAME GHEBREMEDHIN MEADOW 1 VILLA 18 G+1 (RENOVATION) PLOT - 10 (EMAAR)

HITESH AJMERA JUMEIRAH PARK JPG4VI5 G+1 (RENOVATION) NAKHEEL PROPERTIES

ROHIT GUPTA EMIRATES HILL VILLA W28 G+1 (RENOVATION) EMAAR PROPERTIES

ABDULLA KHALID RANGOON WALLA PARCO, JEBEL ALI G+1 (RENOVATION) NAKHEEL PROPERTIES

ABDULLA KHALID RANGOON WALLA LAKES HATTAN 2 VILLA NO. 54 G+1 (ALTERATION) EMAAR PROPERTIES

PINAZ BAYHAAN MEADOWS 5 VILLA 19 G+1 (ALTERATION) EMAAR PROPERTIES

RISHI DARDA MARINA FLAT NO. 301 RENOVATION DAMAC PROPERTIES

SANDEEP CHAUHAN LAKES HATTAN 2 G+1 (PAINTING) EMAAR PROPERTIES

RAJENDRA KUMAR EMIRATES HILL VILLA NO. W26 G+1 (RENOVATION) EMAAR PROPERTIES

ARCHNA QURESHI DUBAI LAND VILLA - P49 G+1 (RENOVATION) DUBAI LAND

MUSTAFA MOHAMMAD MEHMOOD DEIRA MOSQUE (G+2) GYPSUM CEILING WORK 1140261

BHAVESH GOKAL LAKES HATTAN 2 VILLA 03 G+1 EMAAR PROPERTIES

NAMRATA PRADHAN LAKES HATTAN 2 VILLA 03 G+1 (RENOVATION) EMAAR PROPERTIES

MOHAMMED SAEED GREEN COMMUNITY VILLA 52 G+1 (RENOVATION+ALTERATION) DAMAC PROPERTIES

RUSSOM REAMNA DAMAC HILL M70 G+1 (RENOVATION+ALTERATION) DAMAC PROPERTIES
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P.O. Box: 171769, Dubai, United Arab Emirates. 
Ph:  (+971) 4 887 3580  |  (+971) 55 566 3396  |  (+971) 50 548 5396  |  (+971) 55 452 9727
Email:  info@worldwinuae.com  |  Website:  www.worldwinuae.com

Thank you for 
doing business 

with us.

INTERIOR DESIGN LLC


